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	The ultimate PowToon project guide – get hints, tips, and ideas to turbocharge your PowToon Studio project


	About This Book

	
		In-depth navigation and explanations for the entire PowToon product
	
		Challenges the way you to think about how to plan your PowToon project depending on audience and purpose
	
		Illustrative guide with interactive examples to kick start your professional narrations using this book



	Who This Book Is For


	Whether you are a beginner wanting to learn from a professional or a seasoned user looking for a refresher, this is the book for you.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Discover how to create color schemes that just look right
	
		Understand how voiceover can add an entire dimension to your project
	
		Decide what type of style might work best for your project
	
		Apply the principle of "less is more" to avoid creating a "FrankenToon" that has too many elements
	
		Apply consistent backgrounds and learn how to choose props that meet the needs of your audience
	
		Use appropriate animations, animated characters, and transitions
	
		Learn design basics for visuals and text and how to preview and export your PowToon creation



	In Detail


	This book will not only provide you with a complete product feature and functionality overview, it will also teach you some techniques that can add professionalism to your project to help you plan and develop a great video or presentation.


	The theory behind cartoon creation and its use as a powerful digital media is explored in this book. Chapter by chapter, the book builds on the planning and creation of a PowToon project. You'll learn how to tell a story by learning scripting and storyboarding essentials. You'll also learn how to customize your backgrounds, use a variety of props, manipulate and animate objects, and use voice and text (introducing some cartoon text conventions). The book ends with a look at publishing, and once your PowToon project is complete, we'll introduce you to some ways in which you can extend your PowToon project using other tools.
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Endometriosis For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

	Get the empowering info that puts you in control

	

	Take charge and take comfort in knowing how to live well with endometriosis

	

	Diagnosing and living with endometriosis isn't easy, but this disease doesn't have to rule your life. This book helps you find out and recognize typical symptoms. Plus,...
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Quicken 2013 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2012

	Get your finances in order quickly with this completely updated Quicken guide!


	In this newest edition of his perennial favorite guide, financial expert and bestselling author Stephen Nelson shows how taking control of your finances can be quick and effortless with Quicken, the number one personal finance software on the...
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SAS 9.2 SQL Query Window User's GuideSAS Institute, 2008
Explains how to design reports with PROC REPORT based on your output from the SQL Query Window. Covers basic query concepts, how to perform queries on single and multiple tables, how to use advanced SQL Query Window features, and how to customize the SQL Query Window environment.

Structured Query Language (SQL) is a language that...
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Enacted Personal Professional Learning: Re-thinking Teacher Expertise with Story-telling and ProblematicsSpringer, 2019

	
		
			This book offers a vital new approach to teacher professional learning, drawing on teachers’ stories from the field. It investigates expert teachers’ professional learning and uses a narrative framework to analyse their meaning-making processes. The book focuses on how proficient teachers develop their expertise,...
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Social Work Management and Leadership: Managing Complexity with CreativityRoutledge, 2009

	Management and leadership are increasingly important within the organisation and delivery of social care services and now form part of the post qualification framework for social workers. Yet, whilst there is a relatively broad understanding of management concepts and their application in social care, their foundations often go unchallenged...
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Implementing CIFS: The Common Internet File SystemPrentice Hall, 2003
"The book that Microsoft should have written, but didn't."
—Jeremy Allison, Samba Team

"Your detailed explanations are clear and backed-up with source code—and the numerous bits of humor make a dry subject very enjoyable to read."
—J.D. Lindemann, network engineer, Adaptec, Inc.

The...
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